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Summary

Empirical  observations  on  the  Dutch  economy  are  used  to  illustrate  an  earlier  analysis  that  OECD  tax

policy creates inefficiency unemployment.

Summary & Context

Gross minimum wages in OECD countries appear to rise disproportionally, and they thereby cause increas-

ing  unemployment  at  low  productivity  levels.  The  cause  for  the  rise  in  gross  minimum wages  is  a  tax

policy which happens to disregard a particular social convention. Tax exemption is annually adjusted for

inflation. At the same time, social subsistence tends to rise with the general level of income. The combina-

tion causes subsistence jobs to be subjected to rising tax obligations. Due to the notion of subsistence, the

tax obligation tends to be translated into rising gross wages. In 45 years the gradual process has built up

to  sizeable  proportions.  The  resulting  unemployment  is  also  inefficient.  Taxes  below  the  legal  gross

minimum could  be  abolished,  since  people  may  not  work  below  that  minimum and thus  don't  pay  taxes

anyway. This means that there exists a Pareto improving solution from which all could benefit. 

This point and its empirically warranted consequences have been discussed by the author elsewhere. Most

notable in his work are: (1) a new economic synthesis, (2) theorems in mathematical economics on the role

of information in attaining social welfare, (3) a policy analysis on the failure of the checks & balances of

the present-day Trias Politica, (4) a warning for the risk of unprecedented violence in the next century, and

(5)  an  advice  of  a  constitutional  amendement  for  the  creation  of  an  Economics  Supreme  Court  with  a

limited task but firmly grounded in the scientific ethic.
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Introduction

 Basics

For a partial analysis on unemployment, there are two relevant phenomena at the international level:

1)  According  to  an  international  convention  in  tax  policy,  tax  rates  are  adjusted  annually  for  inflation.

This also involves tax exemption. (OECD (1986)).

2) Under normal social conditions, subsistence rises with general welfare.

The combination of these two phenomena generates unemployment for the lowly productive. Over a period

of time, even mass unemployment ensues.

The current indexation procedure also causes a creeping rise of tax burdens, and there is a rising share of

collective expenditure in national income (particularly by the rise of unemployment benefit payments).

Alternatively, this type of unemployment could be avoided by adjusting exemption for the rise in economic

welfare too. With this alternative policy, when exemption would grow with general welfare, then the share

of collective spending in national income could remain stable - and policy could remain sound.

This analysis has been presented earlier in Cool (1990-1992) and Cool (1994a&b). The reader is referred

to this work for many references to the economic literature.

 Consequences

The situation is not without consequences. The "Summary & Context" section gives a review of the wider

framework. This author  explicitly  presents a new economics synthesis  which integrates  a new view with

existing results. This synthesis both repairs Samuelson's neoclassical synthesis and allows a better explana-

tion of  actual  economic  developments.  The  reason  that  a  new synthesis  is  presented  is  that  this is  much

more important and enduring than the partial argument and the solution of present-day unemployment. It

may  be  noted,  for  example,  that  tackling  unemployment  was  already  feasible  with  the  contributions  of

other authors, like Van Schaaijk (1983) and Bakhoven (1988). Similarly, while the present partial analysis

on taxes and unemployment is a novel contribution by the author, it already exists for some years now, but

also with little effect on  policy. Since Van Schaaijk, Bakhoven and the present  author were employed at

the Central Planning Bureau at the time of their contribution, one must take into account that those contri-

butions  were  given  at  the  core  of  economic  discussion  and  not  at  the  fringe.  Economic  minds  should

conclude that the study of unemployment is much less relevant than the study of the (failure of the) informa-

tion processing system.

OECD-Holland-M5.nb
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 Why this paper ?

While the information processing system is the most relevant research topic, there may be occasion some-

times  to  further  develop  the  partial  argument  on  unemployment.  Presently,  the  Monthly  "Maandblad

Uitkeringsgerechtigden"  asked  me  for  a  numerical  example  on  differential  indexation   (Van  Maanen

(1995)). At first I used arbitrary numbers like 3% growth and 4% inflation, but noted that this caused the

discussion to diverge from reality. It is best therefor to use actual data, e.g. for Holland for the 1950-1995

period. Due to its welfare state characteristics, Holland may be a showcase example for the whole OECD

problem.  I  also  felt  attracted  by  the  elegant  property  of  the  present  exercise  that  only  a  few  data  are

required to give an empirically sound review.

 What we shall do below

Below we shall use:

a) Dutch tax exemption in 1950 (also taken as subsistence in 1950)

b) Dutch wage and inflation data for 1950-1995

c) a simple tax rule with a statutory marginal rate of 50% above exemption (which fits the Dutch situation

reasonably).

These data allow us to show some consequences of differential indexation of exemption and subsistence. A

graph will  show  how  the  tax  wedge  has  been  rising  over  the  45  year  period.   Since  the  tax  wedge  is  a

proxy  for  unemployment  we  can  also  give  an  approximation  of  the  Phillipscurve  and  its  shift.  We  can

verify that the Dutch economy shifted from low unemployment and inflation in the 1950s to high inflation

and unemployment in the 1970s, and to low inflation but still  high unemployment in the 1990s. (In 1995

official  and  hidden  unemployment  combine  to  25%  of  the  Dutch  labour  force.)  We  can  also  show  the

squeezing of wage differentials between minimum and higher wages. The analysis appears to allow some

counterfactuals. Thus we may see what likely would have happened when tax policy would have been to

index exemption on the general welfare instead of inflation only. Finally, these data also allow clarification

of my earlier analysis on marginal tax rates. The proper marginal tax rate is dynamic, i.e. keeps account

of changes in tax rates. The present tax policy generates high and fluctuating dynamic marginal rates, and

the alternative tax policy would allow low and stable rates.

Obviously, the  analysis  could  become more  accurate  by  including  actual  observations  on  unemployment

(and the like). However, this quickly complicates matters beyond necessity. For example, much unemploy-

ment  is  hidden  in  sickness  and  disability,  and  it  would  be  complicated  to  discuss  that  problem.  These

complications are not required for the present analysis. Looking back at it, the present analysis does seem

valuable in its own right.

 Use of additional packages

Needs"Economics`Pack`"
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ResetAll

Utilities`CleanSlate ,̀ Economics`Pack ,̀ Cool`Declare`, Cool`Context`,

Cool`Common`, Statistics`Common`DistributionsCommon ,̀ Cool`Inequality ,̀

Cool`Graphics`, Cool`Tool`, Cool`List`, Cool`Manager`, Global`, System`

Economics[Estimate]

Cool`Estimate`

ErrorsInVariable InverseHessian NumberOfEquations ReducedFormQ

Estats ModelY Options$Estimate

Estimate NonlinearFitOld QuadraticRegress

Needs["Graphics`MultipleListPlot`"]

 Author and copyright

(C) Thomas Cool 1995/1997/2005

Consultancy & Econometrics, Rotterdamsestraat 69, 2586 GH Scheveningen, The Netherlands

On the notation

This article  has  been written  in  Mathematica.  If  you have  that  program, then  you could  enter your  own

country data. I use my own Mathematica programs, Cool (1995), and I will be happy to sell you a copy.

The  body  of  the  text  has  text,  input  and  output  intermixed,  where  each  kind  can  be  recognized  by  type

setting.

We use expressions like "func[yr_] := " as functional definitions, where the underscore identifies variables.

These relations give concrete output when used with fixed data as in "func[1995]". 

Symbols = and := are assignments,  == stands for an equation, (* ...*) gives a comment, % refers to the

former result, /. A B is for replacement of A with B.

For  assigned  indices  we  will  use  the  phrases  incomeIndex,  inflationIndex  and  realEarningsIndex.  For

algebraic  relations  with  unassigned  variables,  we  will  use  the  term  wageIndex  instead  of  incomeIndex,

priceIndex instead of inflationIndex,  and realWageIndex instead of realEarningsIndex (and shorter wi, pi

and rwi). For the annual change we use annualWageInflation (w), annualInflation (p) and growth (g = (1

+ w) / (1 + p) -1).

OECD-Holland-M5.nb
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Historical data and basic equations

As said, we only use exemption in 1950, time series of wages and inflation, and a simple tax scheme.

In  each  section  we  first  compare  1950  with  1995,  and  secondly  make  a  graph  of  the  whole  1950-1995

period.

Tax  exemption  for  a  Dutch  couple  in  1950  was  1020  Dutch  guilders,  in  currency  of  that  time.  At  the

current (tag) rate of Dfl 1.5 = $1, that exemption would be a nominal $680. We will proceed in dollars.

exemption[1950]  = 1020 / 1.5  (* in dollars, for an 1995 tag rate of Dfl 1.5 = $1 *)

680.

We also have Dutch data on (consumer price) inflation and the nominal wage per worker (income). These

data are entered below (see a print in column form at the end of the paper).

 Data

year = Range[1950, 1996];

cpi = {1., 1.1109, 1.1143, 1.1065, 1.1502, 1.17, 1.1943, 

  1.2604, 1.2812, 1.2963, 1.3263, 1.3545, 1.3894, 

  1.4415, 1.5353, 1.5907, 1.6753, 1.7235, 1.7658, 

  1.875, 1.957, 2.1117, 2.286, 2.481, 2.7173, 

  2.9916, 3.2604, 3.4608, 3.6173, 3.7726, 4.034, 

  4.2879, 4.5162, 4.6418, 4.7397, 4.8449, 4.8554, 

  4.8464, 4.8758, 4.9516, 5.0754, 5.2327, 5.4002, 

  5.5406, 5.6902, 5.804, 5.9491};

lbi = {1., 1.1041, 1.1636, 1.2123, 1.324, 1.442, 1.5662, 

  1.7357, 1.8119, 1.855, 2.0062, 2.1511, 2.2777, 

  2.4818, 2.8527, 3.1706, 3.5185, 3.8267, 4.1663, 

  4.7262, 5.3304, 6.0543, 6.8151, 7.8932, 9.1227, 

  10.294, 11.418, 12.409, 13.308, 14.122, 14.977, 

  15.6, 16.586, 17.218, 17.311, 17.628, 17.992, 

  18.252, 18.458, 18.599, 19.157, 20.019, 20.94, 

  21.547, 21.913, 22.351, 22.743};

incomeIndex[yr_]  := Take[lbi, Position[year, yr][[1]]][[1]]

inflationIndex[yr_] := Take[cpi, Position[year, yr][[1]]][[1]]

realEarningsIndex[yr_] := incomeIndex[yr]  / inflationIndex[yr]

6
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In a 45 years period, inflation made everything in Holland 5.8 times as expensive.

inflationIndex[1995]

5.804

Productivity in 1995 is 3.8 times as high as 1950:

realEarningsIndex[1995]

3.85096

Combined, all relevant currency values are 3.8 * 5.8 = 22 times as high. 

incomeIndex[1995]

22.351

Graphs will help us to grasp the data for the whole period.

The following graph gives the  Dutch price level for  1950=1, for the period 1950-1996 (where 1995 and

1996 are official forecasts).

ListPlot[Transpose[{year, cpi}], PlotJoined  True];

1960 1970 1980 1990
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3

4

5

6

The next graph gives the real level of wages for 1950 = 1. Note that Dutch real incomes have been stag-

nant since 1980.

OECD-Holland-M5.nb
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ListPlot[Transpose[{year, lbi/cpi}], PlotJoined  True];

1960 1970 1980 1990
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2.5

3

3.5

The next graph gives the nominal level of company wages for 1950 = 1.

ListPlot[Transpose[{year, lbi}], PlotJoined  True];

1960 1970 1980 1990
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10

15

20

We can also look at annual inflation, i.e. the year to year relative change of the price level:

annualInflation = RateOfChange[cpi];

annualWageInflation = RateOfChange[lbi];

growth = RateOfChange[ lbi /cpi ];
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ListPlot[Transpose[{year, annualInflation}], PlotJoined  True];

1960 1970 1980 1990
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Instead  of  the  official  tax  statutes  we  use  a  simple  tax  scheme  with  a  50%  statutory  marginal  rate.

Research by Marein van Schaaijk (1988) and Willem Vermeend (1992) warrants that the error we make is

not too large. 

mtr = .50; (*marginal tax rate*)

tax[y_, exemption_] := mtr * Max[y - exemption, 0]

exemption[yr_] := exemption[1950]  * inflationIndex[yr]

We complete  this data section  with subsistence data. There are indications that the 1950 exemp-

tion was at the level of subsistence:

subsistence[1950] = exemption[1950]; 

subsistence[yr_] := subsistence[1950] * incomeIndex[yr]

So, we only have inflation and wage data, a simple tax scheme, and a 1950 figure for exemption. Let us

see what Mathematica can do with this.

The above average rise of gross minimum wages

Subsistence  is  a  net  amount  that  grows  with  the  general  growth  of  incomes.  As  a  result,  subsistence  in

1995 should be 22 times the level in 1950.

OECD-Holland-M5.nb
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subsistence[1950]

680.

subsistence[1995]

15198.7

Exemption for 1995 has been adjusted for inflation:

exemption[1995]

3946.72

The  1950  tax  scheme  left  subsistence  exempt.  The  1995  tax  scheme  however  doesn't  leave  subsistence

exempt:

tax[subsistence[1995], exemption[1995]]

5625.98

How much should gross earnings be in 1995, to retain net subsistence ?

grossMinimumWage[yr_] := x /. FindRoot[Evaluate[

subsistence[yr] == x - tax[x, exemption[yr]]],  {x, 10000., 100000.}]

grossMinimumWage[1995]

26450.6

tax[grossMinimumWage[1995], exemption[1995]]

11252.

Thus,  a  1995  Dutch  minimum  wage  worker  must  earn  gross  $26,000,  pay  taxes  of  $11,000,  and  will

retain net subsistence of $15,000.  (Note: these data are close to the actual data for Holland in 1995.)

These  data  allow  us  to  conclude  too  that  the  gross  minimum  wage  has  risen  much  faster  than  other

incomes, namely (1.7 times as fast as the normal rise of 22). 

Also, the rise in income is an indicator for the rise of productivity. Thus when the gross minimum wage

rises faster than other incomes, then it rises faster than (general) productivity, and then the conclusion of

unemployment for that income bracket is sound. In other words, $26,000 is much too high for employers,

and as a consequence many become unemployed.

10
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We repeat these calculations for the whole period. Gross and net minimum then develop as follows:

data = Table[{subsistence[yr], grossMinimumWage[yr]}, {yr, 1951, 1996}];

MultipleListPlot @@ Transpose[data];
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20000

25000

The  difference  between  gross  and  net  is  the  tax  wedge.  The  development  of  the  tax  wedge  can  best  be

grasped by looking at the gross to net ratio (GNR) at the subsistence level.

gnr = Table[ grossMinimumWage[yr] / 

subsistence[yr], {yr, 1950, 1996}] // Nullify;

ListPlot[Transpose[{year, gnr}], PlotJoined  True];

1960 1970 1980 1990
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These wedge data clarify that the turning point was early in the 1970s. The major damage was inflicted in

the  1950-1970  period.  Holland  has  not  been  able  in  the  period  1970-1995  to  undo  that  damage.  The

situation  however  has  not  grown  worse,  though  not  by  an  active  policy,  but  by  the  stagnation  of  real

incomes.

OECD-Holland-M5.nb
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Growth and inflation

We can look at the plot of real income and inflation to get a quick summary of developments.

A first result is given by the indices 1950 = 1. A graph shows a period with rising real income under low

inflation, and then a period with stagnating real income under a rising price level:

ListPlot[Transpose[{lbi /cpi , cpi}], PlotJoined  True];

1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5

2
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6

Another summary view is provided by the annual rates of change. The Dutch data as a whole look curi-

ously like a rearing horse. From low inflation and high growth, it goes to higher growth and higher infla-

tion, then higher inflation but lower growth, and then there is a retreat to low growth and inflation.

ListPlot[Transpose[{growth,  annualInflation}], PlotJoined  True];

-0.02 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1
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Approximating the Phillipscurve

Developments  on  growth  and  inflation  can  be  related  to  unemployment.  Some  possible  links  are  these:

High  growth  would  imply  low  unemployment  and  high  (wage)  inflation.  Unemployment  would  imply

lower  effective  demand.  Lower  growth  might  cause  unemployment;  and  unemployment  would  check

(wage) inflation. 

The Phillipscurve family gives the (hypothetical) relationship between unemployment and (wage) inflation.

There is a short run curve, and there is a long run (shift of) the curve.

Saying  that  the  wedge  causes  unemployment,  implies  that  we  can  take  that  wedge  as  an  indicator  of

unemployment. The available data on the gross/net ratio thus allow an approximation of the Phillipscurve

process. Specifically,  since  the  people below the  minimum wage  are no  longer active  on the  job market,

and  thus  do  not  help  to  lower  wage  demand,  it  is  the  rise  of  the  GNR  which  causes  the  shift  of  the

Phillipscurve.

The  following  plots  show  a  trend  rise  of  both  unemployment  (the  wedge)  and  inflation.  The  last  decade

shows  lower  inflation,  but  unemployment  remains  at  a  high  level.  Thus  we  find  a  reproduction  of  the

typical shift of the short run Phillipscurve.

ListPlot[Transpose[{gnr, annualInflation}], PlotJoined  True];
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ListPlot[Transpose[{gnr, annualWageInflation}], PlotJoined  True];
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Algebraic tautology

Our measure of unemployment (the wedge) can be linked with economic growth (real income). 

The rate of growth graph follows from those on annual inflation and wage inflation:

ListPlot[Transpose[{gnr, growth}],  PlotJoined  True];

1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7
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0.02

0.04

0.06
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Regarding the real income level index, we find the following neat curve between the gross/net ratio at the

minimum and the real level of income:
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ListPlot[Transpose[{gnr, lbi / cpi}], PlotJoined  True];

1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7
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The cause  for  the  neat  curve  is  the  tautological  relationship between our  measure  of  the  wedge  and  our

measure  of  real  economic  growth.  The  gross/net  ratio  at  the  minimum (GNR) appears  to  equal  (2  -  1  /

realWageIndex). The following statements deduce that relationship.

subsistence  == gross - taxes == gross - mtr (gross - exemption);

subsistence[1950] wageIndex == gross - mtr (gross - exemption[1950]  priceIndex)

680. wageIndex gross 0.5 gross  680. priceIndex

sol = Solve[subsistence[1950] wageIndex == gross - mtr (gross - exemption[1950]  

priceIndex), {gross}]

gross 2. 340. priceIndex 680. wageIndex

GNR ==  (gross / (subsistence[1950] wageIndex)  ) /. sol // Simplify 

GNR  2.

1. priceIndex



wageIndex



% /. wageIndex  (priceIndex realWageIndex) //. 1.  1 // Simplify 

GNR  2.

1.



realWageIndex



Thus,  for  example,  in  the  graph  above,  the  real  wage  index  value  of  2  (all  incomes  are  twice  the  real

income level of 1950) associates with a GNR wedge measure of 1.5 (gross income at the minimum is 50%

above net).

OECD-Holland-M5.nb
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Another example is that a tenfold rise in productivity or real income gives the following evolution of our

measure of the wedge:

Plot[  2 - 1 / rwi, {rwi, 1, 10}, AxesOrigin {1,1}];

0 2 4 6 8 10
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1.4

1.6

1.8

There  is  also  the  following  implication.  As  real  income  rises  towards  infinity  (as  we  might  hope),  the

wedge measure reaches a maximum of 2. This means that the value for the gross/net ratio of 1.7 is rela-

tively high (under present tax rules). 

The flow of  causation here  is that growth affects the size of the wedge. Our relations do not yet allow a

conclusion on how the wedge (unemployment) affects growth.

Income-differentials squeeze and a creeping higher tax bill

The current tax policy means unemployment for the low wage groups. For higher incomes the tax policy

mainly means a creeping higher tax bill. And there is a squeeze of wage differentials.

To  keep  track  of  differentials,  we  take  a  "distance"  variable,  measured  as  the  ratio  of  one's  income  to

subsistence,  and  calibrated  to  the  situation  in  1950.  The  distance  X  thus  may  also  stand  for  a  class  of

individuals who earn X times subsistence (in 1950 terms).

income[distance_, 1950] := distance subsistence[1950]

income[individual_, yr_] := income[individual, 1950] * incomeIndex[yr]

Take  for  example  mr.  A,  who  was  18  years  old  in  1950,  and  who  at  that  time  earned  three  times  the

subsistence level:

income[A =  3, 1950]

2040.

Mr. A is 63 in 1995 and looks back at a working life in which his earnings have kept up with the trend.

The first thing to note is that A's income in 1995 is only 1.7 times the present gross subsistence level.

16
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income[A, 1995]

45596.

income[A, 1995] / grossMinimumWage[1995]

1.72382

In 1950 A had an average tax burden of 33%, and his net income was 2 times net subsistence. 

taxBurden[individual_, yr_] := (earn = income[individual, yr];   tax[earn, 

exemption[yr]] / earn)

taxBurden[A, 1950]

0.333333

net[individual_, yr_] := (earn = income[individual, yr];    earn - tax[earn, 

exemption[yr]])

net[A, 1950] / subsistence[1950]

2.

In 1995 his tax burden has risen to 45%, and he only has 1.6 times net subsistence. The income distribu-

tion  thus  has  been  squeezed.  (And the  community  apparently  needs  funds  to  pay  for  the  unemployment

benefits.)

taxBurden[A, 1995]

0.456721

net[A, 1995] / subsistence[1995]

1.62984

Had exemption risen with general welfare, then the average tax burden of A had remained at 33%. (And

the funds for unemployment benefits would not have been needed.)

alternativeTaxBurden[individual_, yr_] := 

(earn = income[individual, yr]; tax[earn,  subsistence[yr]] / earn)

OECD-Holland-M5.nb
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alternativeTaxBurden[A, 1995]

0.333333

We repeat above analysis with graphs for the whole period.

The actual path of the gross differential is:

ListPlot[Table[{yr,   income[A, yr] / grossMinimumWage[yr]},

{yr, 1950, 1995}], PlotJoined  True];

1960 1970 1980 1990
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A's (average) tax burden has the path:

ListPlot[Table[{yr, taxBurden[A, yr]}, {yr, 1950, 1995}], PlotJoined  True];

1960 1970 1980 1990
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0.44

0.46

The true marginal rate is dynamic

The marginal rate is defined as the share of taxes on additional income.
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Conventionally, the marginal rate is equated to the statutory rate. In the present example, the marginal rate

would thus be 50%.

Another conventional thought is that a high marginal rate discourages effort. The present OECD policy on

exemption may be seen as caused by the preference for lower statutory marginal rates. One will recognise

that a lower exemption seems to allow for a  lower statutory marginal  rate. Inflation indexation seems to

result into a relatively lower exemption. 

However, there are some pitfalls. (1) Statements like the latter are only true when one neglects the employ-

ment  and  benefit  consequences.  (2)  One  should  compute  the  marginal  rate  correctly,  which  includes

dynamics. (3) Marginal rates may also help to control inflation.

Our new analysis shall be that a higher exemption still can combine with a relatively low marginal rate: if

only that rate is computed correctly.

We discuss mr. A's situation in 1995 both conventionally and in terms of the new analysis.

The conventional computation of  the marginal  rate is as follows. We add to A's income a small amount,

and then divide the increase of taxes by that amount. We take one dollar for that small amount.

base = income[A, 1995]

45596.

new = 1 + base

45597.

Thus conventionally:

tax[income_] := tax[income, exemption[1995]];

(tax[new] - tax[base]) / (new - base)

0.5

Above relation uses a fixed 1995 exemption. Our new analysis is that we take account of changes in the

tax  rates  too.  Since  tax  changes  are  relevant  for  considerations  of  changes  in  effort,  these  tax  changes

cannot be neglected. The correct marginal rate is for all clarity called the dynamic marginal rate. The rate

that  does  not  include  such  changes  is  called  the  static  rate.  Since  exemption  grows,  the  dynamic  rate

normally is lower than the static rate.

For example, the dynamic marginal rate for A on his trend income path:
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base = income[A, 1995]; new = income[A, 1996];

(tax[new, exemption[1996]]  - tax[base, exemption[1995]])  / (new - base)

0.438308

Or, when A would earn an additional $1000 for an additional effort above his trend income and productiv-

ity rise:

base = income[A, 1995]; new = income[A, 1996] + 1000;

(tax[new, exemption[1996]]  - tax[base, exemption[1995]])  / (new - base)

0.472587

The new analysis shows that the dynamic marginal rate would be lower when the new tax policy would be

to have exemption to be always equal to subsistence.

base = income[A, 1995]; new = income[A, 1996];

(tax[new, subsistence[1996]] - tax[base, subsistence[1995]]) / (new - base)

0.333333

The marginal rates will differ for most personal income developments, but still be lower than the statutory

rates. For example the $1000 above trend income:

base = income[A, 1995]; new = income[A, 1996] + 1000;

(tax[new, subsistence[1996]] - tax[base, subsistence[1995]]) / (new - base)

0.425942

We repeat above analysis with period graphs.

dynamicMarginalRate[distance_, yr_] :=

(base = income[distance, yr];

new = income[distance, yr+1];

(tax[new, exemption[yr+1]] - 

tax[base, exemption[yr]])  / (new - base))

Since actual income development has  not been stable,  mr. A has  had a volatile (dynamic) marginal  rate,

and, due to low exemption, actually at a high level.

20
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ListPlot[Table[dynamicMarginalRate[A, yr], {yr, 1951, 1995}], PlotJoined  True];
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When  exemption  is  indexed  on  wages,  the  marginal  rate  is  obviously  lower  and  more  stable  (currently,

even constant at 33%, equal to the average tax burden (see below)).

alternativeDMT[distance_, yr_] :=

(base = income[distance, yr];

new = income[distance, yr+1];

(tax[new, subsistence[yr+1]] - 

tax[base, subsistence[yr]]) / (new - base))

ListPlot[Table[alternativeDMT[A, yr], {yr, 1951, 1995}], PlotJoined  True, 

PlotRange  {.2, mtr}];
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Analysis

 General relations

We can extend on what we started in the section on the algebraic tautology, and find the general relation-

ship of the key variables in this paper.
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We keep the relation  that  subsistence  grows  with income.  We allow that  exemption  differs from subsis-

tence and has a different indexation than prices. Then BE is base exemption, S is base subsistence, ES =

exemption / subsistence, and ESIndex = exemptionIndex /  wageIndex. 

relations = {ES == exemption / subsistence,

BE == ESBase S, 

exemption == exemptionIndex   BE,

subsistence == wageIndex  S};

Solve[relations, ES, {BE, S, subsistence, exemption}]

ES

ESBase exemptionIndex



wageIndex



In case that the exemption index is inflation, then we find:

ESIndex == exemptionIndex  / wageIndex /. 

exemptionIndex   priceIndex /. 

wageIndex  priceIndex * realWageIndex

ESIndex

1



realWageIndex

 GNR: the gross/net ratio at the minimum

A general derivation of the GNR at the minimum is the following:

subsistence  == gross - m (gross - exemption);

S wageIndex == gross - m (gross - BE exemptionIndex)

S wageIndex gross gross  BE exemptionIndexm

solution = Solve[% , {gross}]

gross

BE exemptionIndex m S wageIndex



m 1



GNR ==  gross / (S wageIndex)   /. solution // Simplify 

GNR 

BE exemptionIndex m S wageIndex



m S wageIndex S wageIndex
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% /. wageIndex  (exemptionIndex  / ESIndex) /. BE  S ESBase  // Simplify 

GNR 

ESBase ESIndex m 1



m 1



If the exemption index is below the wage index, then the limit is 1 / (1 - m).

Also, when a value of GNR is known, then we can solve for the ESIndex:

Solve[ %, ESIndex]

ESIndex

m GNR GNR  1



ESBase m



 The income[distance] / Gross[minimum] ratio

For an arbitrary distance from subsistence, the grossIncome[dist] / gross[minimum] ratio can be expressed

in the already known GNR at the minimum level:

ratioOfGrossIncomeToGrossMinimum[distance_]  := distance S wageIndex / (GNR 

* S * wageIndex)  

ratioOfGrossIncomeToGrossMinimum[dist]  // Simplify

dist



GNR

 The average tax

The general expression of the average tax burden is tax[gross[dist]] / gross[dist]:

taxburden[dist] == m (dist S wageIndex - BE exemptionIndex)  /

 (dist S * wageIndex)  // Simplify

BE exemptionIndex m



dist S wageIndex

 taxburdendist  m

% /. wageIndex  (exemptionIndex  / ESIndex) /. BE  S ESBase  // Simplify 

m

ESBase ESIndex m



dist

 taxburdendist

We can use the relationship on the GNR:
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% /. ESIndex  (1 - GNR (1 -m)) / (ESBase m) // Simplify

m

GNR m 1 dist taxburdendist  1



dist

Note that this relation holds regardless of the way of indexation. The indexation method affects GNR, and

the latter apparently is a sufficient measure.

 GNR[distance]

The tax burden on the arbitrary distance can also be represented by a gross/net ratio, just as has been done

for the minimum level.

GNR[dist] ==  (dist S * wageIndex)  /

( dist S * wageIndex - m (dist S wageIndex - BE 

exemptionIndex)  ) 

GNRdist 

dist S wageIndex



dist S wageIndexm dist S wageIndex BE exemptionIndex

Eliminate[%  /. (exemptionIndex   wageIndex  ESIndex), wageIndex][[1]]

BE ESIndex m GNRdist  dist S m GNRdist GNRdist  1

Solve[% , GNR[dist]]

GNRdist 

dist S



BE ESIndex m dist S m dist S



We again can eliminate ESIndex and find that GNR is a sufficient indicator:

% /. ESIndex  (1 - GNR (1 -m)) / (BE / S  m) // Simplify

GNRdist

dist



m dist distGNR m 1  1



GNR[dist] == dist / (1 + (dist - GNR) (1 - m))

GNRdist 

dist



distGNR 1m  1

Since we know the likely limit value of GNR, we find the associated limit for GNR[dist]:
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% /.  GNR[dist]  GNRLimit[dist] /. GNR  1/(1 -m) // Simplify

GNRLimitdist 

1



1m

These relations appear to imply that the further the distance from the minimum, the quicker the limit of a

gross/net ratio will be reached. For example, if we take the gross/net ratio at the minimum with the present

value of 1.7, and m = .5, then for distances 1 till 10 we find the following gross/net ratios:

Plot[ dist / (1 + .5 (dist  - 1.7)), {dist, 1.7, 10}];

4 6 8 10

1.75

1.8

1.85

1.9

One will note that some low values of dist will have been overtaken by the disproportional rise of the gross

minimum.  Specifically,  for  some  value  of  dist  the  GNR[dist]  will  solve  to  be  the  GNR of  the  minimum

value; and then dist is that minimum level dist = GNR itself. For example, in 1995 the GNR is 1.7, which

means  that  all  incomes  up to  1.7  have been  overtaken  by  the  disproportional rise  of  the  gross minimum

wage. In formulas for the general situation:

Solve[ GNR == dist / (1 + (dist - GNR) (1 - m)),    dist]

dist GNR

 The marginal rate

We can find  an analytical  relationship by  taking w for the  wage growth  and  e for  the rate of  exemption

indexation, both for one single year to the next:

DMT[dist] ==  (base = dist S wageIndex;

new =  dist S wageIndex (1 + w);

(m (new - BE exemptionIndex  (1 + e)) - 

 m (base -  BE exemptionIndex  )) / (new - base)) // Simplify

BE e exemptionIndex m



dist S w wageIndex

DMTdist  m
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% /. wageIndex  (exemptionIndex  / ESIndex) /. BE  S ESBase  // Simplify 

m

e ESBase ESIndex m



dist w

DMTdist

Again it is possible to find an expression with GNR:

% /. ESIndex  (1 - GNR (1 -m)) / (ESBase  m) // Simplify

m

GNR eGNR m e e dist w DMTdist



dist w

 The marginal rate on the national growth path

For  people  whose  incomes  follow the  national  trend,  the  dynamic  marginal  rate  will  equal  their  average

tax burden. 

Let Y[t]  be  income and T[t]  the associated  tax  amount  in year  t.  Then  dLog[Y]/dt is  the growth  rate of

income, and under balanced growth it equals dLog[T]/dt. The (dynamic) marginal tax rate is m == dT/dY

== (dT/dt)/(dY/dt) == T' / Y'.

Under balanced  growth the  marginal rate  equals the  average tax  rate Y/T.  We can  deduce that from the

following equation:

D[Log[Y[t]],  t]  == D[Log[T[t]],  t]

Y



t



Yt



T



t



Tt

Solve[ {D[Log[Y[t]],  t]  == D[Log[T[t]],  t], m == T'[t] / Y'[t]}, m, {T'[t], Y'[t]}]

m 

Tt



Yt



Estimation

Above we noted a tautological relationship between the index of real growth and the gross/net ratio (GNR)

at  the  minimum.  We  also  found  a  relation  between  the  GNR  and  the  average  and  marginal  tax  of  an

arbitrary distance from the minimum.

The  question  now arises  whether  there  is  a reverse  relationship.  The  GNR (our  indication of  unemploy-

ment), the tax burdens and inflation all would affect growth.

A relevant estimation equation is the following:

growth == b annualInflation + u (GNR - 1) + a taxburden[dist] + d DMT[dist] + c
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Since GNR is in the (1, 2) range and we wish to interprete c as default growth, we subtract 1. By using

the  formal  expressions  for  the  tax  rules  we  can  also  try  to  estimate  the  "average"  distance  (dist)  which

determines the effective tax burdens.

Concerning  the  signs  of  the  coefficients,  it  needs  to  be  considered  that  there  are  various  effects.  Rising

prices are an indication of overheated and thus growing markets, but, rising prices might also negatively

affect  future  prospects.  Unemployment  may  reduce  effective  demand,  but  may  also  help  to  control  the

price  level.  Tax  rates  would  seem  to  discourage  effort,  but  they  also  generate  revenue  for  government

outlays,  and  they  penalize  wage  demands  and  thus  help  to  control  inflation.  An  estimation  thus  is  not

likely to support a priori views, but might provide insight how all  these forces balanced out in the given

period.

The  Dutch  economy  is  an  open  economy,  and  most  growth  is  imported  from  the  world.  One  may  thus

wonder whether  it  is useful  to  do  an  estimation for  Holland on  these purely  national data.  However, the

mentioned  tax  policy  is  an  international  policy,  and  thus  the  Dutch  data  nontrivially  reflect  world

developments.

Estimation  should  be  treated  with  care.  As  said,  there  exist  exact  and  tautological  relations  between the

variables  within  above  equation.  In  a  real  sense,  estimation  is  superfluous.  However,  estimation  does

allow us to link with the literature and ongoing discussion, and thus enhances clarity. (This works out in

two directions, as some researchers may not be aware of the hidden tautologies.)

It  turns  out  that  the  Mathematica  nonlinear  estimation  routine  indeed  indicates  ill-conditioned  matrices,

and thus parameter dependency. The best conclusion will  be given in the next section on simulation. The

following serves to understand that simulation result.

First  we  estimate  growth,  on  inflation  (coefficient  b),  a  constant  (c),  and  our  measure  of  unemployment

(GNR - 1) (coefficient u). The R2 is .62, but the centered R2 adjusted for the degrees of freedom is only

.18. In this run, there would be a trend real income growth of 5,6%. Inflation appears to slightly stimulate

growth (b  .16), and unemployment has a light negative effect (u  -.05).

datarule = Thread[{g, GNR, w, p}  DataFilter[growth, gnr, RateOfChange[lbi], 

RateOfChange[cpi] ]];
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Estimate[g ==   b p + u (GNR - 1) + c, datarule, {b, u, c}]

AdjustedRSquared 0.185273,

BestFitParameters b  0.160552, u 0.0591325, c 0.0566127,

Correlation 0.47062,

CovarianceMatrix



















0.0184387 0.000314515 0.000560194

0.000314515 0.000298878 0.000154467

0.000560194 0.000154467 0.000123402



















,

DegreesOfFreedom 43, EstimatedVariance 0.000677241,

NumberOfObservations 46, ReducedFormQ True, RSquared 0.221483,

StandardDeviation 0.135789, 0.0172881, 0.0111086,

TValues 1.18236, 3.42042, 5.09628

We  now  add  the  relations  for  average  and  dynamic  marginal  tax.  We  take  the  general  expression  that

allows a simulation with another tax indexation rule.

tq =  (GNR (1 - mtr) + dist mtr - 1) / dist

0.5 dist 0.5 GNR  1



dist

dmt = mtr - e (1 - GNR (1 - mtr)) / (dist w)

0.5

e 1 0.5 GNR



dist w

Using these tax rules improves the fit to an adjusted R2 of .51. However, coefficients are unreliable, the

constant seems to be a problem, and the "average distance" is low at 1:

res =  Estimate[g ==   b p + u (GNR - 1) + a tq  + d dmt /. e  p, datarule, {b, u, a, 

d, dist}];

FindFit::sszero :

The step size in the search has become less than the tolerance prescribed by

the PrecisionGoal option, but the gradient is larger than the tolerance

specified by the AccuracyGoal option. There is a possibility that the

method has stalled at a point which is not a local minimum. More…

Inverse::luc : Result for Inverse of badly conditioned

matrix 1 may contain significant numerical errors. More…

BestFitCoefficients /. res

b  0.343574, u 82.6486, a 165.146, d  0.166905, dist 0.999896
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TValues /. res

3.13681, 0.00159334, 0.00159188, 5.27214, 15.304

One possible solution is to fix the distance, e.g. at dist  3. The next estimate gives an adjusted R2 of .52,

and we find high t-values for the influence of inflation and tax rates. The influence of unemployment now

is  dubious.  The  effect  of  inflation  has  more  than  doubled  (b    .34)  compared  to  the  first  run.  The  tax

result is that average taxes penalize growth (a  -.5), while marginal taxes appear to stimulate it (d  .5)

(possibly through their wage checking effect). As said, a conclusion is postponed to the simulation section

below.

Estimate[g ==   b p + u (GNR - 1) + a tq  + d dmt /. e  p   /. dist  3 , datarule, 

{b, u, a, d}]

AdjustedRSquared 0.528382,

BestFitParameters b  0.343574, u 0.02067, a  0.526588, d  0.500766,

Correlation 0.748213,

CovarianceMatrix





























0.0117111 0.000592975 0.00492106 0.00283898

0.000592975 0.000642317 0.00270757 0.00167695

0.00492106 0.00270757 0.0156665 0.0108027

0.00283898 0.00167695 0.0108027 0.00776772





























,

DegreesOfFreedom 42, EstimatedVariance 0.000392032,

NumberOfObservations 46, ReducedFormQ True, RSquared 0.559823,

StandardDeviation 0.108218, 0.025344, 0.125166, 0.0881346,

TValues 3.17483, 0.81558, 4.20712, 5.68183

Simulation

In this section we use the implicit parameter dependency to force a fit that is best useful for a simulation

of the alternative tax policy.

The  1950-1960  period  was  least  affected  by  the  cumulation  of  the  negative  effects  of  the  differential

indexation  policy.  That  period  thus  becomes  a  norm  for  the  alternative  policy  of  wage  indexation  for

exemption.  In  other  words,  we  can  find  the  best  estimate  for  a  simulation  of  the  alternative  policy  by

subjecting the estimate to the condition that the 1950-1960 period must be reproduced as best as possible.

When the annual indexation of exemption is wage growth, then e  w, and also GNR  1. This greatly

simplifies  the  estimated  growth,  also  since  it  causes  equality  of  marginal  and  average  tax  rates.  (Thus,

curiously, we estimate tax parameters in order to eliminate them.)

We substitute these data in the relation that is to be estimated:
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toEstimate = (g ==  b p + u (GNR - 1) + a tq  + d dmt + c  /. GNR  1 /. e  w // 

Simplify)

g  

0.5 a



dist

 0.5 a c 0.5 d  b p

0.5 d



dist

Average inflation and real growth in the 1950-1960 period were:

p5060 = inflationIndex[1960]^(1/(1960-1950)) - 1

0.0286418

rw5060 = realEarningsIndex[1960]^(1/(1960-1950)) - 1

0.0422532

Combining these data allows us to choose the constant in the equation:

sim =  Solve[toEstimate  /. g  rw5060 /. p  p5060, c][[1,1]]

c 1.











0.5 a



dist

 0.5 a 0.0286418 b 0.5 d 

0.5 d



dist

 0.0422532









NB. In 1995 I found: 

"The following again estimates the distance variable too. We find an adjusted R2 of .41. The distance is

reasonable at 1.88. The effects of taxes have the same signs as above, but a wider range (a  -.87, d 

.17)  and  coefficient  a  has  a  low t-value.  The  positive  effect  of  prices  is  lower  (b    .25).  The  effect  of

unemployment remains positive (u  .14), meaning that  minimum wage unemployment puts no constraint

on the rise of real wages and indeed furthers a rise."

In 1997, updating with some new data and using Mathematica  3.0, I found some slightly different values

(locked cell):
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final = Estimate[g ==   b p + u (GNR - 1) + a tq  + d dmt + c /. e  p /. sim,

 datarule, {b, u, a, d, dist}]

AdjustedRSquared 0.453215, BestFitParameters

b 0.244338, u 0.173102, a 0.806719, d  0.177697, dist 1.58112,

Correlation 0.708391, CovarianceMatrix









































0.0166492 0.000280986 0.000996248 0.000728837 2.73109 10

17

0.000280986 0.0000452857 0.00203813 0.000492185 0.00382886

0.000996248 0.00203813 0.0145341 0.0029548 0.0121078

0.000728837 0.000492185 0.0029548 0.00116618 1.82025 10

17

1.78498 10

18

0.00382886 0.0121078 1.41626 10

17

6.91906 10

17









































, DegreesOfFreedom 41, EstimatedVariance 0.000595095,

FitResiduals 0.0648025, 0.034991, 0.041962, 0.0187636, 0.000686501,

0.00268594, 0.0115421, 0.0295703, 0.0383104, 0.00171634,

0.00595484, 0.0184976, 0.00235051, 0.0229141, 0.0224578, 0.00517332,

0.0120854, 0.0190559, 0.0214946, 0.0374063, 0.00664811, 0.0049007,

0.0206265, 0.00835525, 0.0201671, 0.0238638, 0.0123702, 0.00719779,

0.0138186, 0.0393157, 0.0440687, 0.0224317, 0.0172725, 0.00766444,

0.0224823, 0.0120676, 0.0163419, 0.0194185, 0.012412, 0.0199919,

0.0147489, 0.0147657, 0.0210078, 0.0238893, 0.0210332, 0.0233274,

NumberOfObservations 46, PredictedResponse

0.0586814, 0.0856654, 0.0911591, 0.0694085, 0.071379, 0.0667172, 0.0616465,

0.0565244, 0.0501719, 0.0587628, 0.0558577, 0.0507541, 0.0525768, 0.0563077,

0.0502719, 0.0485141, 0.0450927, 0.0436079, 0.0468264, 0.0431768, 0.0459504,

0.0447354, 0.0465355, 0.0469047, 0.0450986, 0.0416077, 0.0362315,

0.0332465, 0.0313016, 0.0311372, 0.0239896, 0.0318904, 0.0272874, 0.02303,

0.0186832, 0.0305093, 0.0326767, 0.0246071, 0.00462584, 0.0248695,

0.0283319, 0.0283277, 0.0239206, 0.014138, 0.0210222, 0.0160477,

ReducedFormQ True, RSquared 0.690135,

StandardDeviation 0.129032, 0.00672946, 0.120558, 0.0341493, 8.31809 10

9

,

TValues 1.89363, 25.723, 6.69156, 5.20353, 1.90082 10

8



In 2005, using the same data but using Mathematica  5.0 (though implicitly relying on NonlinearRegress

that now is said to be "obsolete"), I find a strikingly different result:
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final = Estimate[g ==   b p + u (GNR - 1) + a tq  + d dmt + c /. e  p /. sim,

 datarule, {b, u, a, d, dist}]

Inverse::luc : Result for Inverse of badly conditioned

matrix 1 may contain significant numerical errors. More…

AdjustedRSquared 0.411924, BestFitParameters

b 0.258569, u 1.44728, a 72.0492, d  2.19462, dist 23.4947,

Correlation 0.68132, CovarianceMatrix











































0.0138367 0.000127227 0.0209896

0.0002709 8.85066 10

8

5.86324 10

11

0.00543431 5.78788 10

11

5.93183 10

13

0.00884523 1.88971 10

10

9.67652 10

11

0.0016644 2.02306 10

11

1.03593 10

13

,

EstimatedVariance 0.000494569, NumberOfObservations 46,

ReducedFormQ True, RSquared 0.464197, StandardDeviation

0.11763, 0. 29750.1 , 7.70183 10

6

, 49267.1, 527435., TValues

2.19816, 0. 0.0000486481 , 9.35481 10

6

, 0.0000445453, 0.0000445453

In 2005, my intention with this paper is merely to have it accessible in Mathematica 5.0. My objective is

not  to  delve  into  the  changes  from version  3.0  to  5.0,  nor  to  explore  the  possible  consequences  for  this

modelling exercise. For the moment it suffices to fix the parameter values, say of dist and a, to the values

found earlier. In that case we can reproduce the earlier results.

final = Estimate[g ==   b p + u (GNR - 1) + a tq  + d dmt + c /. e  p /. sim /. dist  

1.58 /. a  -0.8,

 datarule, {b, u, d}]

AdjustedRSquared 0.439276,

BestFitParameters b  0.258569, u 0.167145, d  0.147586,

Correlation 0.68132,

CovarianceMatrix



















0.0131932 0.000472307 0.000577136

0.000472307 0.000166164 0.000350172

0.000577136 0.000350172 0.000922792



















,

DegreesOfFreedom 43, EstimatedVariance 0.000471566,

NumberOfObservations 46, ReducedFormQ True, RSquared 0.464197,

StandardDeviation 0.114861, 0.0128905, 0.0303775,

TValues 2.25114, 12.9665, 4.8584

The estimate as a whole is useful for a simulation.

The result of this final estimate can be checked, by verifying that the conditions of e  w and GNR  1

generate the growth rate of the 1950s:
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toEstimate /. sim // Simplify

g  b p 0.0286418  0.0422532

% /.  (BestFitCoefficients /. final) /. p  p5060

g  0.0422532

It follows that the additional conditions have allowed us to fix the constant in the equation, which coeffi-

cient of default growth could not be well determined in a free estimation.

"Simulation" will mean here that we simply take growth at its default value, given by the constant in above

estimation. The reasoning behind this simulation, is that if we assume wage indexation of exemption, then

it  is  reasonable  to  also  assume  that  counterfactual  inflation  in  1950-1995  copies  the  1950-1960 period.

The estimated parameters then warrant that growth is at its default value. Extrapolating for 45 years gives

simulated growth:

simulatedGrowth = Table[(1 + rw5060)^t, {t, 1950-1950, 1996-1950}];

The following  graph  gives  the  level  indices  of  real  growth  and  counterfactual  growth.  It  shows  that  we

have  succeeded  in  forcing  the  fit  to  the  1950-1960  period.  The  actual  path  shows higher  growth  in  the

1970s,  probably  in  relation  to  inflation,  and  then,  during  1980-1995,  stagnation.  The  simulated  growth

comes out 70% higher than the actual 1995 value. Since large sections of the (also rather stagnant) USA

are 70% richer than many in Holland, that level is not an unreasonable indication.

MultipleListPlot @@ DataFilter[lbi/cpi, simulatedGrowth];
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Killing this type of unemployment costs nothing

The fastest and most efficient  measure to solve the  discussed kind of unemployment is to abolish all  tax

obligations for full time workers below the minimum wage. The new gross minimum for entrants will then

be equal to the present net minimum. This measure will not cost anything, since the people affected - with

the  mentioned  productivity  levels  -  are  not  allowed  to  work  now,  don't  earn  and  thus  don't  pay  taxes

anyway. The existing tax rule in that bracket is only a paper rule, with the only effect of driving up gross

wages (towards a high unemployment level).

A lower gross minimum wage will certainly cause some crowding out of existing workers by the cheaper

entrants.  When  present-day  insiders  become  unemployed,  the  tax  collector  also  loses  some  tax  revenue.

However,  one  should  be  careful  with  the  choice  of  words.  It  is  important  to  respect  proper  meanings.

Words like 'crowding out' and 'tax loss' carry suggestions that are not quite valid. What is relevant is the

balance of  tax income and benefit  payments. Since this  balance will  improve, there  are no actual losses.

Also, the present unemployed are crowded out of the labour market by a mechanism out of their control:

and it is not fair to say that they would crowd out others if that mechanism is removed.

Those who now hold a job are basically productive. If some would lose their present job as a result of the

abolishment of paper tax rules for others, then their prospects remain good. The economy will boom, and

their skills will be highly needed elsewhere.

Of  course,  the  tax  abolishment  scenario  needs  to  be  evaluated  with  our  macro-economic  and  general

equilibrium models  (see  Gelauff (1992)).  As  said,  various relevant  details  and nuances have  been devel-

oped elsewhere just for that purpose.
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Short notes on alternative explanations.

 On technology

Purely  seen  as  biological  creatures,  modern  people  are  not  remarkedly  superior  to  their  ancestors  in  the

Middle  Ages.  But  their  level  of  productivy  is  much  higher.  The  cause  must  be  (defined  as)  the  rise  of

technology (including economic institutions and other social relations). Technology may create temporary

pockets of unemployment, but not the massive structural kind which we experience these decades. Technol-

ogy has in fact reduced unemployment by allowing people to remain at work under present tax rates.

 On crowding out

Unemployment  is  a  relative  phenomenon.  The  last  50  years  have  seen  a  tremendous  rise  of  the  world

population, and the number of jobs has not remained fixed at the 1945 level but has risen with the size of

the  population.  So,  creating  a  job  for  someone  doesn't  imply  the  taking  away of  a  job  of  someone  else.

Basically, a newly employed person adds his or her skills to the total, instead of replacing someone else.

We see basic economic laws at work for people above the minimum wage, which laws cause them to be

employed at their level of productivity. Why is it that these laws don't seem to work for people below the

minimum wage  ?  The reason  is,  that  these  people  are confronted  with  unfair  tax levels.  (And then, eco-

nomic laws are at work indeed.)

 On international trade

Imports from low wage countries are relatively small in size. And their wages are rising (fast). Competi-

tion from these countries thus doesn't form a sound explanation for our present state of unemployment. In

fact, trade has existed for centuries, and has generally contributed to economic welfare. Trade may create

temporary  pockets  of  unemployment,  but  not  the  massive  structural  kind  which  we  experience  these

decades.
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The Dutch data

The following data are from the Dutch  Central Planning Bureau (CPB); cpi is the consumer price index

(level) and lbi is the wage sum per worker index (level).

Transpose[{year, cpi, lbi}] // MatrixForm // Print



































































































































































































































































































































1950 1. 1.

1951 1.1109 1.1041

1952 1.1143 1.1636

1953 1.1065 1.2123

1954 1.1502 1.324

1955 1.17 1.442

1956 1.1943 1.5662

1957 1.2604 1.7357

1958 1.2812 1.8119

1959 1.2963 1.855

1960 1.3263 2.0062

1961 1.3545 2.1511

1962 1.3894 2.2777

1963 1.4415 2.4818

1964 1.5353 2.8527

1965 1.5907 3.1706

1966 1.6753 3.5185

1967 1.7235 3.8267

1968 1.7658 4.1663

1969 1.875 4.7262

1970 1.957 5.3304

1971 2.1117 6.0543

1972 2.286 6.8151

1973 2.481 7.8932

1974 2.7173 9.1227

1975 2.9916 10.294

1976 3.2604 11.418

1977 3.4608 12.409

1978 3.6173 13.308

1979 3.7726 14.122

1980 4.034 14.977

1981 4.2879 15.6

1982 4.5162 16.586

1983 4.6418 17.218
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1983 4.6418 17.218

1984 4.7397 17.311

1985 4.8449 17.628

1986 4.8554 17.992

1987 4.8464 18.252

1988 4.8758 18.458

1989 4.9516 18.599

1990 5.0754 19.157

1991 5.2327 20.019

1992 5.4002 20.94

1993 5.5406 21.547

1994 5.6902 21.913

1995 5.804 22.351

1996 5.9491 22.743
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